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Any act or threat of physical violence, harassment, verbal
abuse, intimidation, or other threatening disruptive
behavior that occurs at the work site.

This can affect and involve employees, clients, customers,
vendors, and visitors. 

Workplace Violence?



We work directly with a variety of people from the public.
We typically handle cash payments.
Time of day and location of work
We work in an environment where alcohol is served. 

Why are you at risk?



Reducing Workplace Violence Hazards
Keep cash register closed when not in use
Do not count cash in front of customers
During the night, all employees should leave the workplace at the
same time. Use the "buddy system" when walking outside in the dark. 
Report and log incidents of any threats or violence
Keep the back doors locked unless necessary
When dealing with a unsatisfied customer, always try to deescalate
the situation as quickly as possible
Enter tips as often as possible



Theft, specifically tip jar theft can happen
Never chase after the thief if theft does occur

This could lead to significant injuries to yourself and other
YOUR safety should always come first

How to AVOID: Have no more than $10 in the tip jar
More than $10 in the tip jar? --> enter cash tips into Toast and
place them into the till
Try to enter cash tips into Toast as often as possible to reduce
theft

(Tip Jar) Theft



911 is ALWAYS an option when things get out hand, especially when
YOUR safety is in jeopardy
How to DE-ESCALATE Conflict:

Don't let your emotions get in the way & don't play the blame
game
Let the customer vent while actively listening to their concerns
Apologize
Sympathize with positive language
Try and find a solution

Guest Confrontation/Conflict





Any safety, health 
or hazard issues

at any of your
locations?









Form can be filled out online at WeAreLBB.com
Who can submit a form → ANYONE
Possible examples of when it should be completed:

First Aid of any kind is administered (even the smallest injuries should be documented)
Injury of a guest or employee on the property
Someone being ejected from the property or if they make a threat
Possible crime has been committed (ex. theft or harassment)
Property damage (company-owned or property owned by guest, vendor, or employee)

Incident Reporting:






